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KOLKATA - INDIA

ON STREETS PAVED WITH PAPER
More children in slum
communities in Kolkata
are being impacted by the
Pavement Club, as our
partners in Kolkata seek to
reach out into new areas.

base in buildings at Ripon Street and Creek
Row, with over 350 slum children attending
each week for informal education and
homework support.
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The team are now regularly visiting three
new areas, including a slum at Rajabazar,
where families live in a row of shacks on a
small strip of land between a canal and a
busy road. The canal is effectively an open
sewer. The main income for families comes
from sorting huge piles of shredded paper,
which are dumped on the street. The whitecoloured shreds can be recycled for print
media.

lobal Care has been the major donor
for the Pavement Club since its
inception back in the early 1990s.
We have seen the work evolve from
informal lessons on street corners to its
current strong position.
For several years now the Pavement Club
has enjoyed a well-established permanent

However the team are also staying true to
their roots, and are spending time going
out into new areas, working right on the
pavement in new slum communities.

Once a week the Pavement Club team
arrive, lay out large plastic sheets for
the children to sit on, and launch into a
programme of singing and simple activities,
for both children and parents. They soon
have a crowd! After the activities finish –
with a healthy snack for all – team members
mingle with the families, encouraging them
to consider education, and finding out more
about the children and their needs.
Head of Operations Paul Rowell
accompanied the team on a recent visit.
“The thing I clearly remember is the
expressions on their faces, the mums as
well as the children,” he said. “They did
a simple game, playing with balloons,
and they were having so much fun, it
was amazing. The whole programme

was simple, but very effective, and the
strength of the model is in getting to know
a community. A number of our partners’
community development initiatives have
begun in exactly this way. It was good to see
the Pavement Club team back out on the
streets!”

A video about the work in Kolkata
is also available on our Youtube
channel, GlobalCareUK, called The
Pavement Club and Other Stories.

NEW HOPE CHILDREN'S HOME - CAMBODIA

Staff and children in
Cambodia are celebrating a
bumper rice harvest after
several desperately poor
years, when successive
crops were blighted by
either flooding or drought.

F

inally, to everyone’s delight, the latest
2016 crop grew healthy and strong and
our partners were able to harvest a
wonderful 198 sacks of rice, worth in excess
of £10,000.
This will make a significant contribution
to the budget of the New Hope Children’s
Home this year, even after allowing for
the cost of planting and harvest. The
construction of a rice mill at the property

last year also means that we won’t lose
any of the product or profits in the milling
process.
Head of Operations Paul Rowell said:
“We have invested significantly in paddy
fields and other agricultural initiatives at
NHCH, as well as the rice mill, because we
believe it’s important to help our partners
develop self-sufficiency, not ever-greater
dependence on our financial support.
“It has been so frustrating in recent years to
see successive harvests fail, so it’s hard to
adequately describe how encouraging it is
to finally see these plans come to fruition!
“Thanks to the mill, we will also be able to
gain income from the harvest by selling the
broken rice and bran, by-products of the
milling process, which are used in animal
feed. We are delighted.”

SIMILAR INITIATIVE
Work to establish a similar agricultural initiative at the Houtberg Childcare
Centre in Zimbabwe is ongoing. Our partners said: “In this time of instability
and uncertainty it has been very encouraging to be able to implement an
irrigation scheme for five hectares of our land that will ensure that we can
provide enough staple foodstuff for the home, as well as being able to sell
surplus, to cover all the costs of the pumping and maintenance.”

TODAY SHE IS A

DIFFERENT STORY
MEDICAL RESPONSE FUND - WORLDWIDE

A chance meeting in a
hospital led to a lifechanging operation
for a ten-year-girl in
agonising pain, thanks
to Global Care’s Medical
Response Fund, part
of our Children@Risk
programme.
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en-year-old *Sheena had already
been in Soroti Hospital for two
weeks, unable to walk unaided
and in severe pain, with a large swelling
on her right thigh, when she met Fred,
one of Global Care’s managers in Soroti,
Uganda.
According to her single mother, Sheena
had previously had an accident which
needed a specialist operation. Her family
couldn’t afford to travel to a hospital
with orthopaedic services, let alone
find money for tests, consultations or
an operation. Sheena was treated as
well as could be achieved without an
operation, and hoped for the best.

Some time passed. Although the family
hoped the fracture would heal, the bone
did not properly unite, and Sheena’s
hip was damaged. Now the little girl’s
only hope of walking again was an
orthopaedic opinion and surgery. In
the meantime she sat in the hospital,
in agonising pain. Could
Global Care help?
Global Care certainly could
help! Using the Medical
Response Fund, Fred was
able to take Sheena to the
orthopaedic unit at Kumi
Hospital some miles away,
where they were told
she could develop bone
cancer, and needed urgent
surgery.
Sheena had a costly,
but successful operation. She needed
medication, crutches, and follow-up
appointments, all paid for through the
MRF. It was also agreed that Sheena
should join the sponsorship scheme, and
an appeal for help resulted in a sponsor
coming forward.
Sheena came out of hospital in a
specialist plaster cast. UK volunteers Tom

and Barbara Heyes met Sheena during
their visit to Soroti in October. Sheena
had just come home, and was having to
be carried everywhere. By the end of
the week, she was walking on crutches.
Global Care local staff collected her in
the centre vehicle so she could benefit
from the Soroti Hepatitis B
vaccination programme.
Sheena went back to the
hospital in November and
December – with more costs
for transport, tests, and
X-rays. She is now walking
well and has been able to
return to school.
Fred reports: ‘I cannot tell
you how happy I am about
Sheena. I remember that
morning when I met her
mother crying and stranded in Soroti
hospital, and the girl crying of pain. I’m
sure she never had hope that she would
walk like her peers again. Today she is a
different story. I want to say thank you
to everyone who has supported her and
her sponsor as well for coming at a time
when she was in true need.’
*Name changed to protect child’s identity

take a risk for

CHILDREN
@RISK
KEY INTERVENTION FUND - WORLDWIDE
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lobal Care does so much to help vulnerable children over the
long term – through sponsorship, schooling, self-help and
sustainability initiatives. But sometimes there isn’t time to
set up a long-term project. Sometimes we just need to intervene
NOW.
Children@Risk is our key intervention fund, helping us act
immediately in situations of great need. Just as in Sheena’s story.
Children@Risk is funded through regular giving, just like
sponsorship. However, unlike sponsorship, which costs £22 per
month, Children@Risk offers more flexibility for donors.

a moment to

RECAP & REFLECT
Staff and supporters of Global
Care gathered just before
Christmas to celebrate Global
Care’s work over 2016.

We ask our Children@Risk partners to give a sum of their choice,
with the minimum set at just £3 per month.
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We hope to significantly increase the number of our Children@Risk
partners in 2017. Increasing our capacity to act quickly at times of
crisis will increase our impact on behalf of vulnerable communities
worldwide. Growing our donor base will also help us continue to
function from a stable position, passing that assurance and stability
onto our international partners in turn.

CEO John White gave an overview of successes and
achievements, and thanked supporters. Working in
18 Countries in 2016, Global Care sponsored 1071
children, and also had 207 Project Partners, 102
Children@Risk Partners, and 43 General Fund donors
giving regularly in support of its work.

Could you take a risk for Children@Risk,
and step out of your comfort zone to
speak to family, friends, colleagues, or
your church family, to encourage them to
consider supporting our work in this way?
Find out more or sign up at
www.globalcare.org/children@risk

he event also provided an opportunity for
people including trustees, shop teams, office
staff, and volunteer fundraisers, to meet each
other over dinner.

Project highlights included:
• Drilling a bore hole in Zambia, providing clean
water for 1000 adults and 2500 children.
• Opening a second shack school in Lebanon for 100
Syrian refugee children.
• Completing a Hepatitis B testing and vaccination
programme in Soroti, Uganda.

John highlighted successful financial appeals,
thanking contributors for their achievements at
Lent and Harvest, and on #GivingTuesday. He
thanked volunteers for raising over £1,000 at
monthly Afternoon Tea events, and office staff
who succeeded in obtaining over £58,000 in
grants.
Everyone was impressed by John and Paul’s
management trips to nine projects across Africa,
Asia and Europe. Volunteers visited Romania,
Uganda and Lebanon.
John thanked volunteers for their enormous
contribution to the work of Global Care. Staff
at the three charity shops were given particular
thanks, as well as volunteer Head of Finance, John
Montgomery.
John reports: “It’s always good to take a moment
to reflect on where we are, and to thank those
who give so generously of their time and energy,
as well as their finances, in support of our work.
We are so grateful, as we could not achieve all
that we do without the people who have so
whole-heartedly committed to the cause.”

GLOBAL IMPACT
Countries we work in: 18
Continents: 4

SPONSORSHIP - RESIDENTIAL
Supporting the education, health and welfare needs of an individual child living within a group
residential setting, either for a couple of years or long-term.
Projects: Bangladesh, Cambodia, Colombia, Honduras, Morocco, Myanmar, Thailand, Zimbabwe

SPONSORSHIP - COMMUNITY
Supporting the education, health and welfare needs of an individual child living with family members or
guardians in the community.
Projects: Guatemala, India Kolkata, Kenya Kibera, Sri Lanka, Uganda, Zambia

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Supporting families through a range of initiatives including self-help/micro-finance groups to help generate income,
activities for children including structured play, special needs kindergarten, learning support, youth group, etc.
Projects: Albania, Kenya Garissa

EDUCATION
Both formal registered schools (India, Uganda & Kenya) and informal schooling, sometimes called ‘preschools’ (esp. Ethiopia &
Bangladesh). Informal schools (also Lebanon, India, Sri Lanka) support children of all ages not in education, giving skills and confidence
to access formal schools in future. They also include homework & learning support for children struggling in formal education.
Projects: Bangladesh, Ethiopia, India Kolkata, India Mumbai, Kenya Kibera, Lebanon, Myanmar Karenni, Sri Lanka

STREET K I D S S LUM K I D S AID S O R PHA NS CHILD RE N WITH D ISA BILITIES C H ILD R EFUGEES ABANDONED BABIES WAR

Clean water initiatives

New school buildings

Children with disabilities

Sustainability intiatives

O RPH ANS CHIL D - H EAD E D FA M I L I ES LIVING WITH HIV/A IDS SLUM KIDS AIDS OR PH ANS C H ILDR EN WIT H DISABI LI T I ES

HOPE FULFILLED
Barbaric conditions, bleak
assessments, blighted lives. A tale of
misery untold - overcome by faith,
hope, love… and your generosity.

T

his is the story of Global Care in Romania. A story
which has now ended, after more than 20 years of
intensive intervention, prayer and hope.

Long-standing volunteers Tony Bull and Norman and
Christine Lochhead, joined CEO John White for a last
visit to our young people in December, to finalise the
de-registration of Global Care Foundation Romania.
Seventeen members of the former ‘Casa Sperantei’ family,
including young people and staff, gathered with the UK
visitors for a final meal.

The CEO
John reports: “It was great to be together to remember
the early days, the way the home grew and accepted

others, and to rejoice in what each of the “family” was
doing today. It was a very joyous time with Norman and
Christine and Tony there as well. All three remember
the early days of the Home and were able to share
remembrances of the years as the family grew up. I was so
proud of our young people, and all they have achieved.
“If you met them today, it would be impossible to equate
them with those early predictions the authorities made
when we first brought them as children to their new
home at Casa Sperantei, the Home of Hope: ‘They’ll never
function in society’, ‘they’ll never achieve anything’, ‘they
can’t be educated’. Hard work, hope, prayer, love and care,
has proved them wrong, again and again. On that night of
celebration we remembered and rejoiced.
“I left Romania with some sadness, as I will no longer be
meeting regularly with these remarkable young people,
but also with a great sense of a job well done. Global Care
set out to change the lives of these children – and we
did. It’s time now to move on to other vulnerable young
people who need our support.”

The volunteer
“I don’t remember who decided to call the children’s
home in Romania ‘Casa Sperantei’, but how appropriate
that was,” reflects Tony Bull. “I still have images of the
home from which those first children were taken in 1992.
So many children, unsupervised, rocking together in semi
darkness. All their heads were shaven and painted purple
to prevent nits. They were washed with hosepipes and
cold water. The authorities rated all these children as
mentally retarded.
“Looking at the fine young men and women, laughing
together, speaking confidently in English and enjoying our
farewell party on our last night, one could only marvel at
the transformation. Truly they all have been given hope
for their lives, and despite struggles and challenges all are
making careers for themselves.
“As well as hope, the project has been characterised by
great love. The children were disturbed, they hit their
heads against the wall, and had troubled nights, but the
Mammas cared for them 24 hours a day. They taught

them to eat properly at a table, to dress and wash and
take responsibility for their lives with much patience,
determination and most of all love. This was matched
by an army of sponsors who made and sustained the
project with their money, prayers and love.
“Finally there was faith. The faith of Ron Newby,
Ioan Pasca and many more to trust Almighty God
to make the project possible. The first children
were all dedicated to God when the home opened.
The Mammas taught the children to pray and sing
choruses, took them to church and showed by their
example true Christian lives. All the young people
understood the gospel and several have been
baptised. Truly a story of faith, hope and love.”

The family
*Tessa, *Violet and *Ian were all abandoned at birth
into Romania's infamous orphanages, and were six
years old when they came to Casa Sperantei, in the
summer of 1992. “Before, we lived in a big house with

hundreds of children, we didn't know
each other’s names,” says Tessa. Ian
recalls: “The care workers would make
us shower with cold water and the food
was bad. You had to eat fast because
otherwise you were hungry… They would
try to scare us to sleep.”

The children were cared for by
Romanian 'Mammas'. Their memories
are of tiny, frightened children,
some of whom couldn't or wouldn't
speak. “They were like little sheep,
so scared,” says Mamma Mariamma.
“We had a big table and when they sat
they grabbed everything they could,
‘don't steal this, it’s all mine’. It took
probably a year before they learned
that here they could eat everything
they needed…”

To attention-starved, frightened children
who knew only rejection and neglect,
the Home of Hope was a revelation. “I
remember the room downstairs which
was all pink” says Violet. “The curtains,
Amazingly, by September 1993 – after
walls, all pink.” Ian adds: “Everything was
an average of just 14 months at Casa
so colourful, we thought we had come
Sperantei – six of the oldest children
to a magical world! Before, we never
Violet, Mamma Mariamma, Ian,
started school. It was an educational
went out, so we were curious about
and Tessa (left to right)
journey the authorities believed
everything, why this and what's that? In
they could never make – and all the
the old orphanage there was a big wall
children from Casa Sperantei went on to follow in
and you couldn't see past it, even cars were just a vroom
their footsteps. Through primary school, high school
vroom sound and we didn't know what they were.”
and some to university.

SUSTAINABLE SUCCESS
LOVE YOUR NEIGHBOUR - BANGLADESH

Even more children are
now benefitting from
the informal education
programme offered by our
partners in Bangladesh,
with the opening of two
more pre-school centres
this year, bringing the
total number of centres to
seven.

O

ver 250 children now attend the
centres, learning basic literacy and
numeracy and essential classroom
skills, giving them every chance of success
when they move on to formal education in
government schools.
Some mothers – many of whom are
illiterate – have started attending with

their children, which has been encouraging
for all.
Our partners – Love Your Neighbour – are
doing an amazing job, despite challenges
which last year included earthquakes,
rainstorms and heatwaves, as well as
election violence. They are also operating in
an increasingly hostile climate for Christians,
in this Muslim-majority nation.
Head of Operations Paul Rowell received a
police escort during a recent visit, and the
new girls home – Rebecca Home,
which has been funded through a different
charity – has a 12-foot high security wall. We
are investigating funding options to allow a
similar wall to be built around the Home of
Love, the boys’ home which currently hosts
26 boys, 16 of whom are sponsored through
Global Care.
Paul reports: “Previous investment from
Global Care in agricultural sustainability
initiatives, including paddy fields, means the
Home of Love is now food-sufficient, which
is wonderful to see. Our partners have
been able to redirect funding to meet other
needs, and to expand their community
development work, particularly the
preschools, which reflect their passion to
reach out to as many disadvantaged families
as possible.”

KARENNI - MYANMAR

Karenni people. Our partner DS colourfully
comments: “The Burma army and its
cronies are eating the solid chicken meat
while the ethnic people are eating the
bones.”
‘Bring Change’ is our interactive Lent
Appeal for 2017 – we’d encourage you
to use these 40 days to reflect on God’s
provision, and help bring change for
families in great need.

Can you help us bring
change for children in
poverty in a remote
and neglected corner of
Myanmar?

O

ur interactive Lent Appeal for 2017
hopes to raise at least £9,000 to
support our work with Karenni
families, a minority ethnic tribal group still
suffering the effects of over fifty years of

civil war being fought through their villages.
Families survive on subsistence agriculture,
there is no public health care and children
have very limited access to education.
Global Care has been working to support
basic village schools, and a high school
which serves a vast district, including
boarding houses for students who live too
far away to walk to school each day.
Political changes in Myanmar have not
yet brought significant change for the

More information about
our work with the Karenni
people, and further details
of our Lent Activity are in
the enclosed leaflet. Please
also make use of the
enclosed box.

Annual Accounts
A printed copy of Global Care's 2015/2016 Trustees
Annual Report is available from our office on request,
or downloadable from the Charity Commission
website: www.charitycommission.gov.uk

celebrating

DALIT LIVES MATTER
CHRISTMAS APPEAL

Thank you so much for
your generous support
of our recent Christmas
Appeal.

Y

ou helped us raise over £12,400
in support of the GCare Centres in
Patripul, Mumbai, which provide
informal education to disadvantaged Dalit
children, and encourage them back into
formal schools.

The sum raised comfortably exceeded our
target of £11,500, to operate the centres
for another year, and included £4,054 raised
on Giving Tuesday (29 November) largely
through an online match-funding campaign.
CEO John White said: “We passionately
believe that all children deserve a future,
no matter what ethnic or caste background
they come from. Thank you so much to
everyone who supported this appeal for this
disadvantaged Dalit community, which has
been a great encouragement to us and to our
partners and children in Mumbai.”

*Names have been changed to protect the identy of children
Global Care, 2 Dugdale Road, Coventry CV6 1PB | Tel: 030 030 21 030
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TALENT HAS NO BOUNDARIES
Children in the extra-curricular
Ballet Club at Spurgeon’s
Academy, the school we support
in Kibera slum, Kenya, enjoyed
a special visit from ballerina
Isabelle Brouwers, who dances
with the English National Ballet.

I

sabelle carried out two masterclasses for
students in the Ballet Club, which meets
every Wednesday, one of several extracurricular opportunities offered by the school.
The students have been in the spotlight in
recent weeks, after two were offered the
chance to perform in the Nutcracker at
the national theatre in Nairobi, and their
story – including the existence of the Ballet

Club – was picked up by international media,
including the Guardian.
As well as leading masterclasses, Isabelle
also donated dancewear including shoes.
Isabelle writes: “It was amazing to meet the
wonderful Ballet Club class at Spurgeon’s
Academy. The Academy is a haven of refuge
for the slum’s most vulnerable children. The
sanctuary offers 430 children essential food,
water, medical care, and most importantly,
education. The beauty of the education
offered here is that it’s truly tailored to enrich
each child’s personal growth, integration into
society and creativity. Talent has no race,
no religion, no gender, no boundaries. It’s
incredible to see such gifted dancers in this
humble corner of Kenya.”

